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ABSTRACT:
The Physical Education Planning Study collection contains the 1981 3-d model, site diagram and floor plans for the Lund Center for Physical Education and Health at Gustavus Adolphus College. The model and diagrams were made by Dober & Associates, Inc. of Belmont, Massachusetts.

RESTRICTIONS:
There are no restrictions on use of this collection for research purposes. The researcher assumes full responsibility for observing all copyright, property, and libel laws as they apply.

Researchers must use collection in accordance with the policies of the College Archives, the Folke Bernadotte Memorial Library, and Gustavus Adolphus College.

COLLECTION CITATION:

ACQUISITION:
Bob Peterson in the Development Office transferred this collection during 1984.

PROCESSED BY:
Adrianna Darden processed this collection and developed the finding aid during November 2009.

SUBJECT HEADINGS:
Gustavus Adolphus College -- Lund Center.
Architecture -- Designs and plans.
Architecture -- Minnesota -- St. Peter -- 20th Century.
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